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DINCEL FC Report

Please find information on technical properties of CSR Cemintel fibre cement in response to the DINCEL statements:

CSR Cemintel fibre cement products are manufactured in accordance with AS/NZS 2908.2 for use as interior and exterior wall and floor linings. They are included in the BCA deemed-to-satisfy provisions for these applications and have been used successfully throughout Australia for many years. Our products have well known properties, and their performance under the influence of thermal and moisture changes, and under microbiological attack, are well known. Reports into the durability of CSR Cemintel fibre cement shows:

1. Pass result on freeze/thaw test required by AS/NZS 2908.2
2. Pass result on heat/rain test required by AS/NZS 2908.2
3. No significant change to bending strength, internal bond strength or impact resistance after full carbonation.
4. Satisfactory performance in fungal cellar tests, with the proviso that it is not permanently damp, such as when below ground or in contact with heavy lush foliage

We have gained much pleasure and mutual success from our partnership over many years utilising our fibre cement products with AFS systems and our combination has proven to meet and in turn exceed customers expectations. Throughout this time, CSR Cemintel has supplied a purpose designed walling solution (labelled AFS Formwork) for the intended use as permanent formwork in internal and external applications.

Please don’t hesitate to contact me if you need any additional information.

With regards,

Drew Spiden
General Manager – CSR Cemintel